Early and Mid-career Researchers Development Day

For NIHR CLAHRC Oxford and Nuffield Department of Primary Care Health Sciences researchers*

Aims of the day:

- To improve our understanding of the funding opportunities and career paths available.
- To identify skills that are important to develop, the opportunities to do so, and to share information and ideas about career paths in and outside academia.

REGISTER NOW!

Registration is FREE and lunch will be provided.

Register online at emcrd_ox.eventbrite.co.uk

Aims of the day:

- To improve our understanding of the funding opportunities and career paths available.
- To identify skills that are important to develop, the opportunities to do so, and to share information and ideas about career paths in and outside academia.
Registration and refreshments
Welcome and opening remarks
Professor Richard Hobbs, Head of Department, NDPCHS, and Director of CLAHRC Oxford
Overview of CLAHRC Oxford research
Applied health research in the Thames Valley
Social media for researchers
Tweeting, reaching the research community and blogs – with interactive discussion.

11.00 – 11.15
Grab a coffee!

11.15 – 11.45
Speed networking
A chance to meeting others NDPCHS and CLAHRC Oxford (Groups assigned on the day)

11.45 – 12.40
Personal journeys and next steps
A variety of speakers from both near and far:
From university moves and industry moves or staying here • How to manage fixed term contracts •
Next steps: moving on in your career – what’s out there? • Everyone fails sometimes!

12.40 – 1.15
Lunch!

1.15 – 1.30
Funding opportunities
Who Research Services are, how they can help and what funding is available.

1.30 – 2.00
The application process and top tips for grant writing

2.00 – 2.30
Grab another coffee!

2.30 – 3.00
Careers service talk or workshop (TBC)
Sign posting, CVs, letters and applications • How to apply for lectureship status •
Using the careers service • How to use what the university offers.

3.00 – 3.55
From post-doc to PI
Prof Carl Heneghan (NDPCHS) and Rachel Bray (Careers Service) will discuss the academic and personal challenges associated with moving from post-doctoral researcher to principal investigator.

3.55 – 4.00
Closing remarks

Register online at emcrd_ox.eventbrite.co.uk